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ABSTRACT: The present period of economy is characterized by fast structural and economic 
changes, development in technologies, continuously changing market and by national and 
intemational competition which is growing stronger and stronger.The prosperity of enterprise (lega! 
entity)is more and more dependent on the development of highly qualified labourforce (labour), 
which is becoming a key competition factor of productivity and economic effectiveness of the 
enterprise - company. 
The task of personnel management in the most general conception is to support the efficiency of 
the organization and to help improve its performance. This task can be ensured orfiy by constant 
improvement and exploitation of al! resources the organization has at disposal, it is material, 
financial, information and first of al! human resources. 
The culture of the firm within organization can be strong or weak. Strong culture means that the 
majority of employees understand the firm objectives and priorities, follow them and accept them. 
Strong culture is an advantage for performance and interna) perception of the firm. Weak culture, 
reflected in obscurity, misunderstanding of firm's targets and values, often changes of principles, 
decisions , causes conflicts, confusions and low efficiency. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
There are certain organizations, firms ( further on only companies), which have built a reputation 
of an employer, for whom it is worth working. These companies are soughf after, which is an 
enviable status in today's economy of struggle for capable employees and their affection towards 
them. 
Ali companies exist in a complicated and dynamic environment. lt is obvious that each company 
filters data so that they correspond with their own ·abilities and interests of the management of each 
company. Among such filters belong cognitive processes of individua! managers, cul ture and general 
interests oftheicompany, further group and team factors and strategie orientation ofthe company. 
The resources influencing the culture of the company are its basic documents in which mission, 
visions and objectives · of the company determining its direction are formulated. Of course, 
commercial, financial or personnell processes, e.g. processes of rewarding, employees' evaluation, 
managing the performance, managing the employees, mechanisms of feedback conceming the 
performance and corrective mechanisms also form further resources for forming the company's 
culture. 
The decisions of the managers, quality of their mutual relations and the standard of their 
communication with col!eauges or subordinates, the way of communication in teams, quality of 
communication on general firmwide level, relation to clients, difference between what they 
communicate and what they do, give unambiguous signals to others for forming their attitudes, 
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